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A View from Our President:
Don’t Be SAD
Southern Wisconsin was not one of Mother Nature’s most
favored locations this past summer. Cooler temperatures
and lots of rain dampened some of the usual sunny
dispositions we normally see, and many folks felt and said
they were cheated out of at least part of summer.
Not all people love colder temperatures, shorter days, and
frozen precipitation, and so, to some, a well-known mild
mental malaise called Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
starts to take hold.
SAD is real and I’m sure you can find remedies and
treatments by calling medical professionals or searching the
internet, but I would like to offer an alternative treatment—
treatment by flying. Just think, cooler weather brings better
aircraft performance, often crystal-clear days with unlimited
visibility, and often quicker aircraft availability.

Aircraft Management Services

Enjoy the benefits. Avoid the headaches.
Whether your business travel finds you on a commercial airliner
or on a chartered plane, the thought of investing in an aircraft for
your corporation has probably crossed your mind. If you and your
employees travel often, a cost-benefit analysis is likely to show that
investing in a corporate aircraft will not only reduce the time you spend
traveling but give you a significant tax benefit as well. The daunting
aspect of aircraft ownership is not the initial purchase but the ongoing
management of the aircraft once you own it. There are many tasks to
attend to with an aircraft. Some of these include:
Continued on page 5

Sunshine is available on the gloomiest days, usually only
a few thousand feet away with your instrument rating or
your instructor. Great college games or professional sports
events can be enjoyed in person while traveling there by
your plane, or a rental or charter, which may be more fun
than the event itself. Planning that trip to the warm southern
climes or island beaches can warm even the coldest winter
nights, and flying there yourself or by charter can be one of
the most rewarding experiences ever!
Feeling a little less SAD already? We can’t stop winter’s
progression into our area, but airplanes and aviation can
help us make the most of the season or escape from it. We
stand ready with maybe not a cure—but certainly something
that may help!
Thanks for your patronage and thanks for reading Talewinds.
Jeff Baum
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In Their Honor

The Ultimate Glass Cockpit Upgrade
Wisconsin Aviation’s avionics team recently upgraded the panel of a TBM with Garmin’s G600 TXi, the new variant of the legacy
G600 system. This installation required modification of the instrument panel and the supporting structure. After the structure was
modified to accept the size of the G600 TXi, a new instrument panel was fabricated using a CAD program that interfaces to our Panel
Pro 5925 router table. The panel then went off to powder coating for a matching color and finished with custom silk-screened decals.
The installation required fabrication of wire harnesses to integrate to the existing avionics and autopilot systems. After all was installed
and powered up, the required configurations were performed to allow communication between the various avionics components. Final
ground functional tests were then completed before a check flight was performed to ensure proper function and airworthiness. The
before-and-after photos below show the remarkable transformation using the 10.6-inch display option.

On Saturday, September 7, Wisconsin Aviation
provided ground handling and logistics for an
“Honor Flight” out of Madison’s Dane County
Regional Airport, which was organized by Badger
Honor Flight, a regional affiliate of the national
Honor Flight Network. This nonprofit organization
strives to provide a chance for veterans of all ages
to come together to relive the camaraderie of a
bygone time. It brings men and women who have
selflessly served this country to be honored with a
flight to our nation’s capital to visit the monuments
that have been erected in their honor and which
memorialize the wars in which our nation
has fought.

Photo courtesy of Badger Honor Flight

On this day there were over one hundred vets from
WWII, the Korean conflict, Vietnam, and the Gulf
War. The vets arrived at “O dark thirty” to board a
plane for the day’s mission of remembrance.

The G600 TXi is a revolution in retrofit flight displays. It boasts
a clean-sheet touchscreen design and builds on the proven
capabilities of Garmin’s original G600 glass flight display series
to offer a vastly expanded array of features, options, and panel
layout possibilities. It also includes system software that meets the
higher assurance levels required for FAR Part 23 Class 3 aircraft
(typically piston or turbine aircraft weighing between 6,000 lbs.
and 12,500 lbs.). Backed by Garmin’s No. 1-ranked product
support team, the G600 TXi upgrade makes it easy to bring nextgeneration technology to virtually any cockpit you can fly without
a type rating.
Some other features and benefits include:
• Bright, crisp 10.6” and 7” LCD touchscreen displays offer
industry-leading scalability and flexibility in a wide range of
panel configurations.
• Engine indication system (EIS) optionally available on 7”
displays or 10.6” display with split-screen data strip.

• HSI mapping enhances situational awareness with MFD-like
geographical map detail, weather, traffic display, and more—
overlaid within HSI portion of the primary flight display
(PFD).
• Interfaces with popular avionics and autopilots, offering full
touchscreen system continuity with the GTN™ 650/750 series.
• Seamlessly integrates with a variety of optional sensors and
datalinks to support the latest weather and traffic monitoring
capabilities.
• Full compatibility with original G600 system sensors for a
simplified, cost-effective upgrade path.
For more information on the G600 products or an installation
quote, contact Wisconsin Aviation, your avionics experts and
authorized Garmin dealer, at Avionics@WisAv.com or
608-268-5006.

Pete Schroeder
Vice President of Technical Services

Wisconsin Aviation’s on-call charter team,
comprised of both current and former employees,
selflessly and excitedly joined in handling this
operation to support this special flight, beginning
at 3:30 a.m. They certainly had their work cut
out for them! Typically, the team is used to
loading hundreds of bags onto a plane. On this
day, however, there were no bags, but instead 75
wheelchairs were loaded to provide support for
those vets who might need to rest their weary feet.
It was a logistics puzzle juggling all the volunteers
and organizers in and out of the SIDA (Security
Identification Display Area). However, everything
went smoothly, and all got on their way on time as
the sun rose over Madison.

Photo courtesy of Badger Honor Flight

Later that night, the A320, operated by Allegiant
Airlines, returned our veterans home to Madison—
tired but filled with gratitude for what they had
been able to experience. It was amazing to see most
of the vets actually walk off the plane after hours
of traveling and walking. Upon their arrival at the
airport, they were greeted by thousands of very
grateful family members, current military, and
the community.
It was truly an honor to be included in such an
amazing event, and it was quite emotional seeing
these veterans deboard the plane, many offering a
smile, a handshake, and even a hug.
John Andrews
Manager of Airline Operations in Line

Photo courtesy of Badger Honor Flight
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On Course
Winter Flying

If there’s anything more enjoyable than going for a flight on a
crisp, clear winter day, I don’t know what it is! The sky’s so blue,
and the snow-white landscape stretches out for miles meeting the
horizon. Imagine, you’re cruising along, air smooth as glass, just
listening to the engine purring along. Can’t be beat!
Winter flying is great, but it adds some requirements unique to
the challenges of the frigid conditions. Let’s take a few minutes
to review just a few of the important things that we should think
about before jumping in and taking off in our favorite bird this
winter.
First off, let’s consider the airplane itself. When possible, put the
airplane in a heated hangar for several hours before the planned
flight. If there’s no hangar available, then you must at least cover
the surfaces. Always be sure that the wings, empennage, cowling,
and windscreen are kept free, or cleared, of frost, snow, and ice
before attempting to take off. Anytime temperatures are below
20° Fahrenheit, most manufacturers recommend pre-heating the
engine. Many airplanes have Tanis-type engine block heaters
installed for this purpose. Just be sure they’re plugged in for
several hours before attempting to start, or the oil may be too
thick to circulate through the engine for lubrication, resulting in

excessive wear, or even damage, to the engine at start-up. Using
a good set of cowl plugs and blankets will aid in keeping the heat
inside the cowl—and remember to store them in the airplane’s
baggage compartment. Reinstalling them while you’re taking a
break to grab lunch will keep the engine warm so start-up is easy
for the return leg.
Often I’ve observed underdressed pilots and passengers boarding
aircraft who are prepared only for airport-to-airport flying. That’s
an unnecessary risk. In the event of the unexpected, they’ll wish
they’d have used better judgement. I’d suggest a good measure
of whether you’re appropriately dressed for winter flying is
the pre-flight. If you’re in a hurry because it’s cold and you’re
shivering by the time you’ve completed one, you’re underdressed!
As well, it’s a good idea to throw a couple of extra wool blankets
aboard. Keep them within reach in case the cabin heater proves
insufficient or fails inflight. Take along a safety kit with basic firstaid supplies, some strike-anywhere matches, signaling devices,
space blankets, and energy bars. A Leatherman-type tool and a
few large garbage bags are also items that won’t add much weight
but will be awful handy if one ends up having to make an offairport landing in a remote area.
The operating environment is always important, but even more
so in wintertime. Pilots need to stay informed continuously about
the weather. Fronts bring with them the possibility of rapidly
changing conditions. Temperature, visibility, and winds can go
from favorable to unfavorable in a very short time. Be sure that
you obtain a thorough briefing that includes runway, taxiway,
and ramp conditions at the airports of intended use. Have an
exit strategy in case you encounter
unpredicted conditions and obtain the
pertinent information for alternate
airports en route. That way if you’re
VFR and the visibility begins to suddenly
deteriorate, or if you’re in IMC and
encounter unanticipated icing conditions,
you’ll be prepared to fly an approach and
land at a nearby airport or otherwise exit
the situation.
Much more on this topic is published
online. I encourage you to investigate,
read, and learn. Being well prepared is
the key to enjoying your time aloft. And
remember, just like all flying, winter
flying is fun!

Bill Peterson
Director, Flight School

Charlie Bravo Delta (CBD)

?

Did You
Know

CBD is not part of a tail number; it is a phenomenon filling the
news today. The information about using CBD (cannabidiol oil)
can be very hazy—pun intended.
Commercially available, CBD is not regulated and may be
contaminated with a variety of substances, most significantly
THC. Product labels are often inaccurate. Labels may indicate,
as states where it is legal to purchase CBD define, that there is
less than 0.3 percent THC. Unfortunately, without regulation
and control, they could contain high enough levels of THC
to make a drug test positive. Your positive test then results in
protocols that must be followed regarding substance abuse even
with unintended use. There is a lot of confusion regarding the
content of marijuana and CBD. There are over 500 chemical
and cannabinoid compounds in the marijuana (cannabis) plant.
The problem is identifying the difference and the regulation of
amounts in products.
You will find CBD in many forms being marketed as safe and
legal. It’s easy with all the advertising and media surrounding
CBD and other substances, such as oils, creams, and vaping, to
think, “It must be okay.” WRONG!
The use of cannabis is legal for medical and/or recreational use
in many states. HOWEVER, the United States Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) continues to classify the whole cannabis plant as a
Schedule 1 controlled substance, which is defined as “drugs with
no currently accepted medical use and a high potential for abuse.”
Using cannabis, regardless of the legalized status in any state, is
still illegal on the federal level. Under federal law, all cannabis
is illegal to sell, possess, or use. Aviation is a federally regulated
industry. Be aware that federal law—not state law—governs
FAA medical and pilot certification and other safety-sensitive
aviation roles. Since there are no proven medical/therapeutic

indications for use of CBD, it would be very difficult to explain to
licensing or certifying authorities a positive drug test for THC and
attribute it to the benefits of CBD. At this point, we all have more
questions than answers about CBD oil and all its claims. There is
still a lot of challenge to explain the science and understand the
short- and long-term effects of CBD on our bodies.
Transporting cannabis across state lines by any method, including
by aircraft, is also a risky act. Going across state lines with an
illegal substance is an illegal act. “Whether you have to deal with
federal authorities or state authorities in another state where it
is illegal, you are taking a big risk in crossing state lines with
cannabis in your possession. A medical marijuana card is of little
value in protecting you if you leave the state where it was issued.”
For those of you in aviation safety-sensitive positions, do you
want to roll the dice with a positive drug test and possibly risk
your career? Remember, you are in aviation and the impact to
your profession is real!

Linda Kuklinski
Human Resources Manager

Aircraft Management Services
(continued from p. 1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial purchase
Insurance
Annual inspections
Routine maintenance
Cleaning and detailing
Pilot service and training
State and federal registrations
Subscriptions for GPS, weather, and ADS-B updates
Hangaring and storage
Leaseback arrangements

Depending on the skills you have in your organization and
the time you are willing to spend, you can attend to all of this

yourself or you can enter into an aircraft management agreement
with Wisconsin Aviation to take care of any or all of them.
Wisconsin Aviation Vice President of Technical Services Pete
Schroeder says, “We can develop a package to suit your particular
needs. We will always treat your aircraft as if it were our own.”
If you presently own an aircraft or are thinking of purchasing
one, call Wisconsin Aviation to arrange a meeting to discuss
the management of your aircraft. Read more about our aircraft
management services in the centerfold.
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Wisconsin Aviation’s Aircraft Management Services
Enjoy the benefits. Avoid the headaches.

Acquisition & Sales
• Broker services

• Annual inspections

• Appraisals

• Repairs & installations

• Registration assistance

Flight Operations
Acquisition & Sales

Flight Operations

Maintenance & Avionics

• Maintenance & compliance
		status reports
• Weather & navigation subscription 		
		services

• Pilot service & dispatching

• Aircraft cleaning & detailing

• Pilot training & scheduling

• Aircraft interiors

• Ground transportation & catering
• Customs reporting

Leaseback Option
• Charter revenue potential
• Trade-time alternatives
Leaseback Option

Ground Handling Services

• Offset operating costs

Ground Handling Services

Other Services & Benefits:
• Insurance coverage
• Finance administration
• Substantial cost savings on fuel, 			
		 hangar, maintenance, crew training
		& insurance
• Risk management
• Customized packages

• Fueling
• Hangar & storage
• Stocking of aircraft supplies

Avionics

Maintenance

Contact us today and see how we can help! 800-657-0761

“We treat your aircraft as if it were our own.”
920-261-4567

AircraftCare@WisconsinAviation.com
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“We Expect He’ll Die on Takeoff.”
February 1991

I have been an aviator since 1968. I learned to fly in the Air Force,
flew tactical combat in Vietnam and then as an advanced jet
instructor. Since then I have been a captain on private jets, flying
all over the world.
My skills have been honed by rigorous training, wide experience,
and hard, hard work. I am very proud of my skills and of the
delightful machines that I fly. Along the way I have learned many
things. Among them is that human life is more fragile than I had
imagined, and the human spirit more durable. On occasion, I have
had to use my highly developed skills to guide my plane and my
passengers safely to their destination. But I also acknowledge that
there have been occasions when that success was not a result of
my skills. Sometimes it was due to a victory of the human spirit.
It was a cold and windy February day, with a crisp, clear blue
sky. It was the kind of day to make you feel vigorous and alive
in winter. We were to fly the company Learjet to Traverse City,
Michigan, on an air ambulance run to pick up a very old man
and bring him to Milwaukee. One of his sons would be going
roundtrip with us.
Bob Somers, another of our pilots, completed the preflight
checklist while I completed the flight planning. Two critical care
nurses arrived early to load all their equipment into the Lear and
to be sure the litter was ready. It took only a few minutes more to
complete preparations and we were ready to go.
We departed to the north from Milwaukee’s Mitchell Field, Bob
flying, and turned toward Traverse City. A strong wind blew
behind a recently passed cold front, and choppy white caps
covered cold Lake Michigan. We cruised in smooth air at 21,000
feet. Strong northerly winds up there told us the trip back would
be short, perhaps as short as 20 minutes.
As planned, we arrived at Traverse City an hour before our
scheduled departure so the medical team could go to the home
of our passenger and prepare him for the journey. Bob arranged
for Winchester Aviation at Traverse City to pull our Lear into
their heated hangar. We wanted to board our passenger in an area
sheltered from the cold and wind. Winchester’s hangar has radiant
heat and warmed quickly once the door was closed.
Forty minutes later the ambulance returned. In addition to the
medical team, our patient, and his son from Milwaukee, it brought
another son, who lived in Traverse City. He, too, would be going
to Milwaukee with us. Winchester Aviation personnel opened
the hangar door and closed it quickly behind the ambulance as it
backed up to the door of the Lear. We waited a few minutes for
the hangar to rewarm before moving our patient. I looked in the
ambulance and saw that he was indeed a very old man.
The lead nurse pulled me aside to discuss any special
arrangements that might be needed. She was brief, mentioning
only that a gentle takeoff and climb would be helpful. “Oh,” she

A Visit with
the AME

Color Vision Testing
added, “and if he dies, just keep going to Milwaukee. We expect
he’ll die on takeoff.”
I turned sharply to look at her. A man so fragile, and they were
moving him anyway. Why?
The nurse explained that he was so close to death there was no
hope he could survive the long ambulance drive around Lake
Michigan. This way, they hoped he might make it, to die at home
with more of his family around him. His sons were accompanying
him so they could be sure to be with him if he died during the
flight.
Die on takeoff. I was determined that if I had anything to do with
it, that would not happen. I wanted another look at our passenger.
It was time to move him from the ambulance to the Lear. Yes, he
was old. And, yes, he looked very ill. But, there was something
else I saw, not in his body, but in his eyes; then, in the grip of
his hands on the litter as they juggled him through the narrow
entrance door of the Learjet. I saw somebody who was alive with
a strength beyond his dying heart.
I introduced myself and shook his hand. When our eyes met, I
met a human spirit that did not want to die before going home.
It was a slow process to prepare him for flight. He had to be
strapped to the litter, the litter had to be strapped to its rack,
and then all the medical equipment had to be attached. A heart
monitor, blood pressure, blood oxygen, and an I V drip were all
arranged, all while he lay there in pajamas, wrapped in a blanket,
tolerating it. Had they told him he might die on takeoff? I hoped
not. Had they told his sons? By the look in their eyes, I expected
they had.
With all aboard I shut the door. Bob was on the flight deck
already, calling for our flight clearance. He would also be advising
the tower to have Rescue standing by, and that we wanted the
longest runway and a shallow climb after takeoff.
As required, I briefed the passengers on the safety aspects of
the aircraft. I try to add humor to the memorized babble so that
passengers who have heard such things many times before will
listen to this one. A Lear is different from an airliner, and the
passengers are more likely to have to operate the equipment
themselves in an emergency.
The two nurses were still busy with their patient and ignored me.
The two sons listened attentively, and I knew because I heard him
chuckle, that our patient was listening, too.
We started the engines in the buffeting of the cold wind. I taxied
slowly to the runway to give the nurses plenty of time to be ready.
Perhaps I was also subconsciously trying to delay the moment
when someone might die on my airplane.

Continued on page 10

As you know, testing for color vision is a required part of the
flight physical. Most examiners, myself included, use the Ishihara
Color Blindness Test. If this test is failed, we must place a
limitation on the medical certificate stating “not valid for night
flying or by color signal controls.” The problem, however, with
the Ishihara test and others is that they are far too sensitive. That
is, airmen can fail the test but still be able to distinguish red,
white, and green.
There are nine color blindness tests approved by the FAA. One
example of an alternative test is the Dvorine test. It is common for
an airman to fail one test but then be capable of passing another.
Airmen who fail the initial test given by their AME should find
an optometrist or ophthalmologist who can administer one of the
alternate tests. FAA-accepted alternative tests can be provided
by your AME. If passed, it can be submitted to the FAA. Note
that if an alternative test is passed, this must be repeated with
each and every exam. If the airman passes one test, he/she should
always go back to that same test because we know that he/she
does well with that test. Once passed, the test can be submitted
to the FAA and the limitation can be removed. At the discretion
of the Federal Air Surgeon, a Statement of Demonstrated Ability
(SODA) may be granted, instead of an Authorization, to a
person whose disqualifying condition is static or nonprogressive
and who has been found capable of performing airman duties
without endangering public safety. A SODA does not expire and
authorizes a designated examiner to issue a medical certificate of
a specified class if the examiner finds that the condition described
on the SODA has not adversely changed.
If alternative testing fails, airmen can then opt to take the daytime
Operational Color Vision Test (OCVT). This test can be taken
only once. If it is failed, the color vision limitation remains in
place. If the test is passed, a Letter of Evidence (LOE), Class 3
only, is issued. If an airman fails the OCVT day test, the airman
can take the OCVT night test. If that is passed, the medical
limitation is then: “not valid for flight daylight hours by color
signal controls.” This test is performed on the ground. As I
understand it, the airman is tested on his or her ability to read

Dr. Terry Turke

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).
sectionals and then given five seconds to identify the color of the
light flashed from the tower at 1000 feet and 1500 feet.
Pursuing alternative tests as stated above is advised, at least
by me. The most compelling reason is that if the OCVT option
is pursued and failed, the color vision limitation can never be
removed. If it is passed, however, it does not need to be repeated.
An LOE is then issued, which is permanent. This replaces any
SODA which has been previously issued.
For an upgrade to a Class 1 or 2 medical certificate, a color
vision medical flight test must be passed. This test is much more
extensive and is a flight test usually done at twilight so that
testing can be done under various levels of light. The airman
must be able to interpret aviation instruments in a timely manner,
recognize terrain and obstructions, and visually identify location,
color, and significance of aeronautical lighting such as other
aircraft, runway lighting systems, etc. This can take as much as
half a day to perform. Assuming that the color vision medical
flight test is passed, the LOE is upgraded to Class 1 or Class 2.
This is all a bit complex. Your AME can help you with the
intricacies of the testing and advise as to how best to proceed.
It should be noted that an LOE issued by FSDO is permanent,
whereas color vision testing performed privately must be repeated
with each exam.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors associated
with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com or mail to
Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094

COMMERCIAL DRONE GROUND SCHOOL

Everything you need to know to pass the Part 107 Knowledge Test

February 22, 2020
Saturday, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Wisconsin Aviation-Madison (MSN)
3606 Corben Court, Madison, WI 53704
$299 (includes course, lunch, and access to an online training program)
For more info or to register/prepay:
WisconsinAviation.com/drones-training-certification

WisconsinAviation.com
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“We Expect He’ll Die on Takeoff.”
(continued from p. 8)

I briefed Bob about the non standard takeoff procedure we
would be using. Handling an emergency at high speed can be
very dangerous, so we train in and use highly standardized and
tested procedures. These include a rapid advancement of the
power levers to full power in order to use a minimum—and
calculatable—distance on the runway. The initial climbout, too,
is executed at high performance to give us the best chance of
survival in the event of a problem.
I had determined that we had three times the runway we
needed, so I would be able do a slow application of power.
Rapid acceleration can cause a sudden drop in blood pressure
in a reclining person, and that alone can cause death. I had also
checked the terrain around Traverse City and knew I could afford
a shallow climb to avoid high pitch angles.
But, if a problem did occur, it would be my duty to operate
the aircraft at its maximum capability, even if that would be
hazardous to our patient. To do otherwise might be hazardous to
us all. In that case, that old man would die, on takeoff.
We stopped at the approach end of the runway to finish our pre
takeoff checklist. When we were ready, Bob called the tower for
our takeoff clearance. It was issued immediately, and I looked
back into the cabin to be sure everyone was strapped in and ready.
The two sons looked back at me without speaking or moving. The
two nurses also looked back at me, and the head nurse nodded.
They were as ready as they could be. I then looked at our patient.
I could see only the back and side of his head. It seemed he was
looking at his sons. One was holding his hand.
I remembered his eyes and I looked at the hand with which he
held on to his son. It would be a strong grip, I was sure.
Turning back to my job, I looked out the windscreen, making sure
the final approach was clear.
Overhead, the puffy white cotton balls of fair weather cumulus
raced by in checkerboard sheets, the sun cascading between them
in brilliant rays to shine off the snow covered fields beneath them.
Out over the hills to the west, toward cold Lake Michigan, I could
see the horsetail trails of snow showers falling from the thicker
clouds generated by the lake. Above them, the sky was clear. It
was a wonderful day to fly.

I eased the power levers forward, keeping the thrust increase on
a par with our acceleration. I wanted to avoid any of the surges
for which these older turbojet engines are famous. Full power
was attained well before we reached our “go/no go” speed. A
moment later Bob called rotation speed and I eased the Lear off
the runway at 130 knots.
Normally I would raise the nose to 12 degrees. That day I held it
to 5 degrees and smoothly but rapidly reduced power to keep the
Lear from accelerating beyond the maximum operating speed for
the landing gear and flaps, and from exceeding the speed limit
over the airport. The Lear can do that in only a couple seconds
after liftoff. We bobbled a bit in the windy turbulence, and I
feared for our patient. I’d heard one of nurses leave his seat and
bend over the litter.

Aircraft for Sale
1975 Cessna 150M – N63646
Only 2410 TTSN! 566 SMOH! 51 SNEW Prop! Fresh June 2019
annual! Tanis heater, belly drain, King KT-76 transponder, Cessna
300 Nav/Com (questionable). First $25,000 owns it!

We turned south over the hills west of the airport and began
climbing for Milwaukee. Turbulence continued to buffet us as we
climbed. The base of the clouds was at about 6,000 feet, the tops
at about 8,000. The air was smoother on top, and smoother still as
we climbed slowly over Lake Michigan.
At 10,000 feet I accelerated to 290 knots and engaged the
autopilot. I wanted very much to look back into the cabin and
find out that our patient was alright, but Bob and I still had some
cockpit chores to do, and that delayed me. I knew that I was also
afraid of what I might find when I did turn around. You see, I’d
heard the other nurse leave her seat.
With clearance to climb to 20,000 feet, I gave command of
the Lear to Bob, quieted myself, and turned around. I met the
eyes of the head nurse. With a slight smile at the corners of her
mouth, she gave just the tiniest nod. OK. He was OK. I turned
back to look out the windscreen, grateful for the dark glasses
that concealed my eyes. I waited another minute before I took
command of the Lear again.

1970 Cessna 310Q – N7602Q
Pristine! Only 1960 TT, 185 SMOH (10/15), Aspen EFD 1000 Pro!
Avidyne IFD 540, ADS-B Out! JPI 790 color digital, VGs, GAMI
injectors, hot props. A fast, classis beauty! $165,000

Our arrival at Milwaukee was routine. The wind was still blowing
hard, but straight along the runway. I let the Lear roll slowly to
the north end and taxied to an open hangar door, where another
ambulance waited.
Once inside, we again waited for the hangar to warm before we
opened the aircraft door. We also had to remind the ambulance
driver to shut off his engine before we all choked on the diesel
fumes.
The two sons were talking between themselves. The nurses were
disconnecting their equipment in preparation for exiting the
aircraft.

1980 Cessna 414A RAM IV – N53WT
Only 4735 TT, 625 SRAM, 10 SPOH, King digital, KLN-94 GPS,
RDR-160, Strike Finder, KFC-200 Autopilot! VGs, June annual.
Does have DH. A great buy for $249,000!

Continued on page 12

Congratulations,Superstars!
Solo Status

Sam Adams • Alina Boyden • Addison Geer • Rick Lentz • Stanley Jovicich • Justin Potts

Certificates & Ratings

Private Pilot: Ryan Badger • Andrew Dahms • Are Engstrand • Gregg Gardner • Ben Johnson
Instrument: Edy Souza
Commercial: Greg Gates • Ed Karrels • Kemper Maas • Marco Van Viegen
Flight Instructor: Wyatt Goodrich • Creston Saul

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews
attract buyers from all over the world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and
a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your
aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find out how we can make your next
transaction smooth and seamless.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

“We Expect He’ll Die on Takeoff.”
(continued from p. 10)

I opened the Lear’s clamshell door and climbed out ahead of the others. The two
sons came out and the one from Milwaukee left to get his car. The other stood by the
ambulance as his father was juggled out the Lear’s door and onto the ambulance cart.
The old man was lying down. He looked around at all the people there. Strapped to a
litter, in his pajamas, he was in a cold hangar with ten people, most of whom he did not
know. I knew how I would feel like that. Never mind how I would feel about dying
like that.
Just before they lifted him into the ambulance, he looked at me. Something happened
around his eyes. Some might have thought he was just squinting at the light. But I knew
better. He was narrowing them to say: “I didn’t die on your damned airplane.”
You know, he fooled them, that old man. He fooled us all. And in a victory of the human
spirit, he didn’t die, on my, damned airplane.

Needed…

Jan Gerstner
Aviator, Writer, Raconteur

Pilots to Fly Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot certificate
and a total of 500 hours and would like to build
your hours, you can fly for time with the Seven
Hills Skydivers. If interested, call Greg Porter
@ 608-712-2544 or Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.
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